The penetration grouting is very widely used in geotechnical engineering nowadays, but the slurry diffusion radius is not long enough because of low grouting pressure. The vacuum grouting method is proposed to solve this problem. However, there is no diffusion theory model of vacuum grouting, which makes the practical application lack scientific basis. In this paper, the distribution law of vacuum negative pressure in soil is deduced. Then, the boundary conditions of Maag's spherical diffusion model are modified by the vacuum pressure distribution law. After that, the vacuum modification model is deduced. Finally, Maag's model and modified model are analyzed according to a published experiment, which proves that the vacuum modification model is suitable for predicting the slurry diffusion of vacuum grouting. The proposed model provides a reference for the theoretical study of vacuum grouting.
Introduction
The sand layer which has the characteristics of loose structure, no cohesion, and poor self-stability is often encountered in geotechnical engineering. The sandy layer can cause severe damage to underground projects [1] [2] [3] . Grouting is a common method of soil reinforcement in underground engineering and has been playing an important role in treating the sand layer [4] [5] [6] [7] . At present, penetration grouting method is widely used because of low grouting pressure and little disturbance to soil structure [8] . But at the same time, the low pressure leads to the short diffusion distance of slurry. However, if the grouting pressure rises excessively, it is easy to cause soil cracks, excessive deformation, and other consequences.
Therefore, researchers have been studying the mechanism of grouting pressure of slurry diffusion and analyzed the mechanical equilibrium mechanism of diffusion termination [9] [10] [11] . The researchers found that when the slurry was injected into the soil under constant grouting pressure, the slurry flow would slow down because of the decrease of pressure gradient and the increase of resistance, which results in the decline of shear stress. As soon as the shear stress declined to the yield stress of the slurry, the diffusion would be terminated [12] . Vacuum grouting method generates negative pressure field in soil. Under the condition of constant grouting pressure, the vacuum condition can increase the pressure gradient of the slurry, so as to increase the shear rate of slurry in diffusion process and make the shear stress larger than the yield stress, which will lead to the longer diffusion distance. Vacuum grouting can change the current situation where the traditional penetration grouting diffusion distance is insufficient.
Researchers in recent years have analyzed a lot about the grouting combined with vacuum in concrete structure field. Assaad and Daou [13] evaluated the effect of vacuum on the amount of water extracted along with resulting changes in grout properties including flowability, static yield stress, viscosity, unit weight, Wick-induced bleeding, and compressive strength. Assaad et al. [14] also presented that the partial or complete extraction of free mixing water due to vacuuming decreases flowability. In foundation treatment, Han et al. [15] presented a case study on the application of high pressure jet grouting pile to prevent vacuum preloading from leaking in the silty sand and silty clay layers. Peng et al. [16] proposed electroosmotic grouting coupled with vacuum drainage at the cathode. The experimental study shows that the treatment 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering effect of electroosmotic grouting with vacuum drainage is not only better than general electroosmosis methods but also more uniform than such methods. Shen [17] obtained the relationship between the degree of vacuum and the size of the grouting body and found that the diffusion radii of the slurry grown with the increase of vacuum degree (absolute value of vacuum pressure) and grouting pressure. The present researches provide a useful way to explore the slurry diffusion mechanism of vacuum penetration grouting. However, the present studies only obtained the macro and qualitative law. They have not established the diffusion model of vacuum grouting and the relationship between the grouting parameters and the diffusion distance.
Therefore, this paper takes Newtonian fluid as the research object to deduce the diffusion model of vacuum penetration grouting on the basis of Maag's spherical diffusion model. The new diffusion model explains how the diffusion distance be enlarged in mathematical way and predicts the diffusion distance of the slurry by analysis formula by considering grouting coefficients. The vacuum modification model provides a reference to the scientific application of vacuum penetration grouting.
Maag's Spherical Diffusion Model and Vacuum Modification Model
Maag derived the diffusion formula of the grout in sand layer and proposed a spherical diffusion model of Newtonian fluid [17] . The theoretical assumptions are that the grout is Newton fluid when diffusing in sandy soil; the diffusion of slurry follows Darcy's law; the injected soil is homogeneous and isotropic; there is no dynamic water pressure when grouting in groundwater; the difference between the density of slurry and water is not considered; the viscosity of the slurry is constant during grouting and the slurry diffuses in spherical form starting from the end of injecting pipe. Maag's spherical diffusion model is shown in Figure 1 . According to Darcy's law:
where = − ℎ/ , = / , and = 4 2 . According to the boundary conditions:
Equation (3) can be obtained as follows by submitting the boundary conditions into Darcy's law:
then can be solved as: 
, and − ℎ 0 = ℎ 1 , as well as = (4/3) 1 3 , the expression of the diffusion radius of grouting can be derived as
-total amount of grouting (cm 3 );
-slurry penetration area (cm 2 );
-total time for grouting (s);
-the diffusion radius of the slurry at any moment (cm);
1 -the final diffusion radius of the slurry (cm);
0 -radius of grouting pipe (cm); ℎ 1 -grouting pressure head (cm); ℎ 0 -water head of groundwater in the end of grouting pipe (cm);
-the sum of groundwater pressure head and grouting pressure head (cm); -porosity of soil; -the ratio of the viscosity of slurry to the viscosity of water, g / w ;
-permeability coefficient of injected soil (cm/s); -permeability coefficient for slurry (cm/s).
In order to study the influence of vacuum on the diffusion radius, the distribution of vacuum pressure in soil is analyzed firstly. The plane seepage model is used to derive the distribution formula of vacuum pressure. It is assumed that the seepage of air in soil is steady and follows Darcy's law. The vacuum pressure is converted into the corresponding water head through the derivation of the model, which can be coupled with the grouting pressure head. Finally, the new boundary conditions are submitted into Maag's spherical diffusion model and the expression of the diffusion radius of the slurry in vacuum condition is derived. The soil porosity ratio is
while the porosity ratio of the soil section is
It can be found that = according to (6) and (7); the soil porosity can be represented by the porosity in the model. Although the change of effective stress and structure of soil caused by vacuum exists, the change is little for the real grouting projects especially in sand soil. Therefore, it is assumed that the soil structure is rigid.
The velocity of the air passing through a certain cross section of soil can be expressed as
According to Darcy's law:
Suppose ( / )( /2 ℎ ) = . The control equation of the steady-state seepage in homogeneous porous media is
Then the following result is obtained: 
In the conditions, the pressure is measured at a distance of from the vacuum well and of the vacuum well with a radius of is also measured. Then (11) can be expressed as
Finally, the distribution of the pressure along the distance caused by the vacuum well is
It is known that the 101 kPa can be converted into the water head of about 10.3 m, so the pressure difference Δℎ caused by vacuum can be also expressed by water head based on the relationship between atmospheric pressure and water head. The water head caused by vacuum pressure is
The vacuum distribution is shown in Figure 3 . Because the seepage radius of slurry is comparatively much smaller than the range of vacuum pressure distribution, it is assumed that the vacuum pressure on the left and right side of the distance of 1 is the same shown in Figure 3 .
Assume 
The new boundary conditions are submitted into Darcy's law and the equations are integrated to obtain the diffusion radius under the vacuum effect:
where
It can be seen from (18) that the vacuum pressure can enlarge the slurry diffusion distance because the vacuum pressure makes the water head boundaries lower than Maag's diffusion model.
Verification Experiment of Vacuum Penetration Grouting
According to the analysis above, the final diffusion radius of vacuum modification model will be influenced by many factors, like vacuum degree, soil conditions, and so on. In this paper, the vacuum modification formula is verified by the published vacuum grouting experiment by Shen [17] .
Experimental Device and Materials.
The vacuum grouting experiment system is presented in Figure 4 . The medium sand, fine sand, and silty sand were used as the injected stratum. The physical properties of experimental sand soil are shown in Table 1 .
Acid sodium silicate solution was used in the experiment. The sodium silicate solution is 30 ∘ Be' and the concentration of dilute sulphuric acid solution is 10%. The volume ratio of sodium silicate solution to sulphuric acid is 0.7. The gel time of the slurry is about 350 s. The slurry is Newtonian fluid and the initial viscosity is 5 mPa⋅s.
Results and Discussion.
In the experiment, is 0.2 m, is 5 cm, and 0 is 1 cm. The vacuum degree is 60 kPa, 40 kPa, and 20 kPa near the grouting pipe. The grouting lasted for 4.5 min. The radii of the vacuum modification model are shown in Table 2 . Where is natural density; is permeability coefficient; is porosity; is moisture content; is specific gravity. Where, is vacuum degree; Δℎ is head change caused by vacuum; 1 is radius of vacuum modification model; 1 is radius of Maag's spherical model; Δ is absolute difference between 1 and 1 .
The comparison of diffusion radii in Maag's and vacuum modification models in vacuum condition is shown in Figures 5-7 .
It is revealed from Figures 5-7 that, under the effect of vacuum negative pressure, the radii of Maag's spherical diffusion model are smaller than those of vacuum modification model. It illustrates that the vacuum grouting can enhance the diffusion ability of slurry by enlarging the diffusion radius. However, Maag's spherical diffusion model does not consider the effect of vacuum pressure and it can not be used to predict the slurry diffusion distance in vacuum condition.
The radii differences under different vacuum degrees are shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows that the radii differences of vacuum modification model and Maag's model grow with the increases of the vacuum degree. It also can be seen that the larger the permeability coefficient of the soil, the larger the value of radius difference. In Shen's [17] experiment, the slurry was injected into 3 kinds of sand under vacuum degrees of 20 kPa, 40 kPa, and 60 kPa, respectively. The theoretical values obtained by vacuum modification model and the corresponding measurement values in experiments are presented in Table 3 .
The variation of experimental values and theoretical values is shown in Figures 9-11 .
It can be obtained from of Maag's model grow with the increases of vacuum degree. The differences between the vacuum modification values and the experimental values fall in the range of −36% to 57%. The theoretical model assumes that the soil is isotropic and the soil structure remains unchanged, but the soil used in experiment can not reach the ideal conditions. Due to the size limitation of the model box, the boundary conditions of experimental and theoretical models can not be completely consistent. Some studies show that the deviations between the actual measured values and the theoretical values are acceptable [18] . Therefore, the vacuum modification model is reasonable to predict the diffusion radius of vacuum penetration grouting. 
Conclusions
(1) Vacuum grouting method can enlarge the grout diffusion distance compared to the traditional method without vacuum pressure.
(2) It can be concluded from the theoretical analysis and experiment that the modified Maag's spherical diffusion model is more reasonable to predict the diffusion of grout than the traditional Maag's model. At the same time, it is shown in the vacuum modification model that the higher the absolute value of vacuum pressure, the larger the diffusion radius.
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